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Recent operation of the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor, TFTR, [Plasma Phys. and Contr. Nucl. 

Fus. Rearch, 1,51 (1986)] has produced plasma equilibria with values of A s ppeq + IJ1 as large 

as 7, ePp dia= 2n0E<p±>/«3p»2as large as 1.6, and Troyon normalized diamagnetic beta 

[Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion 26 , 209 (1984); Phys. Leu. 110A, 29 (1985)], 

PN dia = 108<j3,x>oBo lip as large as 4.7. When ef}p dia > 1-25, a separatrix entered the vacuum 

chamber, producing a naturally diverted discharge which was sustained for many energy 

confinement times, % The largest values of efip and plasma stored energy were obtained when the 

plasma current was ramped down prior to neutral beam injection. T::e measured peak ion and 
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electron temperatures were as large as 24 keV and 8.5 keV, respectively. Plasma stored energy in 

excess of 2.5 MJ and T£ greater than 130 msec were obtained. Confinement times of greater than 3 

times that expected from L-mode predictions have been achieved. The fusion power gain, QDQ, 

reached a value of 1.3 x 10"3 in a discharge with tp = 1 MA and £f}p ̂ a = 0.85. A large, sustained 

negative loop voltage during the steady state portion of the discharge indicates that a substantial 

non-inductive component of lp exists in these plasmas. Transport code analysis indicates that the 

bootstrap current constitutes up to 65% of Ip. Magnetohydrodynamic (MUD) ballooning stability 

analysis shows that while these plasmas are near, or at the (5p limit, the pressure gradient in the 

plasma core is in the first region of stability to high-n modes. 

'Paper 416. Bull. Am. Phys, Soc. 35, 1992 (1990). 
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!. INTRODUCTION 

A significant concern regarding the next generation of tokamak fusion experiment and 

fusion reactor concepts is the large toroidal plasma current, /„, needed to provide sufficient energy 

confinement to sustain fusion burn conditions in these devices. If improved confinement and 

adequate stability can be achieved, operation at high poloidal beta, Pp, can alleviate many problems 

associated with conventional tokamak reactor designs1-2. Operation at lower Ip associated with 

high Pp considerably reduces the adverse consequences of plasma disruptions. The power 

requirements for steady state current drive are reduced at lower Ip, In addition, a significant amount 

of neoclassical bootstrap current3"5 is predicted to form at high pp which could further reduce 

current drive requirements. 

Capitalizing on these advantages, several reactor design studies including the ARIES6 and 

the JAERI Steady State Tokamak Reactor, SSTR7 designs, have incorporated fusion plasma 

operation at high pp. However, since experience from the operation of large tokamaks has 

generally been at relatively small values of pp (less than the tokamak aspect ratio), high Pp reactor 

designs have been considered speculative, regardless of the benefits they may present. The 

demonstration of stable, high Pp plasma operation in present large tokamak devices would begin to 

provide the experimental basis for the design of such a high Pp reactor. 

This paper presents results from recent experiments in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor, 

TFTR,8 which have produced plasmas with very large values of Pp. While high pp plasmas have 

been achieved in other tokamaks,9 - 1 2 these are the first experiments that demonstrate stable plasma 

equilibria, limited by a natural inboard poloidal field null at high pp, that are sustained for many 

energy confinement times, % in a large neutral beam heated device. The methods employed to 

prodr.ee these plasmas and the plasma parameters a c l ^ ?d are described in the next section. A 

preliminary analysis of stability, confinement, non-inductive current drive, and neutron production 

for these high /?„ plasmas is presented in the subsequent sections. 

http://prodr.ee
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II. PLASMA PARAMETERS AND OPERATION AT HIGH pr 

Stable plasmas with pp foa < 5.9 and efip <#a < 1.6 were created in TFTR, surpassing an 

apparent limiting value of epp ^a < 0.7 previously observed in TFTR supershots. i 3 1 J Here, 

Ppdia = 2ii0<pi>l«Bp»-, where <p±> is the volume average of Lhe transverse plasma pressure 

and «Bp» is the line average of the poloidal magnetic field taken over the outer flux surface. The 

inverse aspect ratio, e m alRp, with the minor radius a defined as one half of the midplane width 

and Rp defined as the area averaged major radius. The Troyou1 5 normalized diamagnetic beta, 

PN dia s lO^<Ptx>aBo Up, reached 4.7, For comparison, TFTR supershots had previously 

reached values of PN dia ^ 2.7. 1 6 Here, BQ is the vacuum toroidal field at Rp. Fig. 1, which shows 

sfipdia as a function of q* = 5(a2Bo/RpIp)(l+ K2)/2, illustrates how the high Pp plasmas extend the 

range of supershot operation in TFTR. Here, xris the plasma elongation. As ej5p <na is increased to 

a value of approximately 1.25, the plasma which is initially limited on the inside wall makes a 

transition to a diverted plasma, the boundary being defined by a naturally occuring separamx with 

a poloidal field null on the inboard side. At the larger values of <?*, the value of epp dia is limited by 

the separatrix moving further into the plasma minor radius. At the smaller values of q* the plasmas 

encounter a /Jlimit, but with a value of PN much larger than the limit of 3.0 originally proposed by 

Troyon. 1 5 

These plasmas were created in deuterium at relatively small Ip (0.28 - 1.0 MA during 

neutral beam heating), nominal BQ = 4.8T and Rp = 2.45m. Separatrix limited discharges were 

created with two types of tp time histories, one in which Ip was held constant and another in which 

ip was decreased, or ran>ped down, before the start of neutral beam injection. In the latter case, an 

ohmic plasma was formed with Ip in the range 0.85 - 1.75 MA and held for about 1 s. The plasma 

current was then decreased vapidly at -2.5 MA/s to a pedestal value in the range 0.3 - 1.0 MA. The 

maximum ratio of initial to pedestal lp was about 2.5. In some discharges, beam injection was 

started before Ip had been fuity dtcreased to the pedestal value. The largest values of £fip dia a n d 

PN dia were obtained in discharges in which Ip was ramped down. Neu::.'.l beam heating, utilizing 
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tangential injection of deuterium, usually began with co-injection only. Subsequently, counter-

injected beams were added to provide nearly ba! iced co and counter injection at 18 - 26 MW 

during the high ejip steady state. Line-averaged target densities were in the range (1 - 3) x 10 1 9 nv 3 

and typically increased to (3 - 6) x 10'9 rrr3 during the auxiliary heating phase. 

Waveforms illustrating the lp ramp-down and separatrix formation are shown in Fig. 2. 

An ohmic plasma was initially formed with Ip = 0.85 MA (Fig. 2a), The plasma current was 

ramped down and held approximately constant at 0.4 MA during the neutral beam heating phase. 

In this particular discharge, Ip decreased at a small rate (-0.05 MA/s) after the fast lp ramp-down 

had been completed. This was caused by the finite ability of the placma control system to hold Ip at 

an exactly programmed value while other plasma quantities, particularly (Jp, were changing 

rapidly. The voltage associated with this slow decrease in Ip is approximately -0.25 V, which is a 

small fraction of the -1.5 V surface voltage measured during the high pp phase of the discharge. 

Fig. 2b shows the evolution of fip d!a and A s pp e q + 1/2, with // being the plasma 

internal inductance. At maximum stored energy, this discharge attained values of £ppdia - 1-43 

and /?/v dia = 3.4 with q* = 8.5. As a result of the tangential beam injection, these discharges are 

anisotropic and j3p e q s {flp\\ + j3p± )/2 is larger than J3p dia s Pp±- The calculated ratio of 

Pp\ | /$?i varies throughout the beam heating phase. Modeling of the discharge shown in Fig. 2 

using the TRANSP code 1 7 indicates that the ratio j3p | \/Pp±. reaches a maximum value of 1.65 that 

occurs 100 ms after the start of beam injection. This ratio decreases to 1.15 by the end of the beam 

injecdon. 

Fig. 2c shows the evolution of the poloidal field measured at the midplane on the inboard 

side of the TFTR vacuum vessel. As Ip is Tamped down, and j}p increases, the midplane poloidal 

field decreases and eventually becomes negative, indicating that the separatrix has crossed the -oil 

position and moved into the vacuum vessel. The separatrix limited discharge is sustained until the 

end of the beam heating phase. Fig. 2d shows the Ha emission, viewed along the plasma 

midplane(0°). As the separatrix enters the vacuum vessel, and the divertor x-point moves into the 
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plasma, the Ha emission at 0° drops to a low level and remains low throughout the separatrix 

limited phase, 

Additional details of the Ha emission signatures characteristic of the separatrix limited 

plasmas in TFTR are shown in Fig. 3. Here, the evolution of the plasma boundary from the 

discharge shown in Fig. 2 is reconstructed from a magnetic analysis code which uses external 

magnetic measurements and models the plasma current distribution as a collection of current 

filaments.!S'19 Included in the figure are the Ha emission time histories from four chords viewing 

different poloidal angles as shown. While the Ha emission shows some fluctuation, no large scale 

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes or significant loss of plasma stored energy is observed to 

correlate with this activity. At 2.5s, the plasma is essentially circular and limited on the inner belt 

limiter. At 2.7s, the separates is entering the vacuum vessel, the plasma becomes more oblate, and 

/ / a (0°) drops. There is a similar drop in the Ha emission at 7,5° somewhat later in time as the 

x-point moves further into the vessel and the divertor strike points move to greater poloidal angles. 

This progression of the strike points eventually ceases as the equilibrium is reached at 

approximately 2.9s, and subsequently Ha{\4°) remains at a large value. The chord at 23° being 

outside of the range of the strike point, exhibits a more standard emission trace. This evolution of 

the inboard x-point has also been observed using a visible-light camera that langentially views the 

inside of the TFTR vacuum vessel. 

A subset of the separatrix limited equilibria have been modeled using a free-boundary 

equilibrium code 2 0 based on the technique of Lao, and co-workers21 that uses external magnetic 

measurements plus measurements of the local internal poloidal field from polarimecry of emission 

from injected Li pellets.2 2 Data from 14 similar discharges were used to calculate the mean and 

standard deviation of the measurements. Note that the equilibrium reconstruction assumes that the 

measured errors are statistically independent and that the pressure is isotropic. Fig. 4 shows the 

reconstructed poloidal field profile fitted to the measured internal poloidal field data, and the 

poloidal flux contours for the least squares "best fit" equilibrium. This technique provides a 

measurement of the q profile. For the 0.3 MA constant Ip discharge shown in Fig. 4, 
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A = 5.1 ±0.3 , Pp eq = 1-38 ± 0.12 and q0 = 1.6 ± 0.55. This is in good agreement with 

A = 5.3 ± 0,5 obtained from filament code modelling. The large calculated Shafranov shift of the 

magnetic axis agrees with the axis position inferred from soft x-ray measurements. Measurements 

of the electron temperature, Te, density, « e , and ion temperature, T,-, also exhibit this large outward 

axis shift. P.;ak 7",- = 24 keV and Te = 8.5 keV (Te measured by Thomson scattering) have been 

achieved in these high pp TFTR plasmas. 

III. STABILITY AND p LIMIT 

Values of epp dia > I 5 have been reached in discharges in which Ip was ramped down as 

well as in plasmas in which lp was held constant. At values of q* > 10 (jfyv dia < 2.7), the 

maximum value of sPp dia ~ 1-6 attained in these plasmas appears to be due to a limit imposed by 

the approach of die separatrix. At these large values of q*, the maximum value of PtJdia attained 

is due to the constraint on eflp ^, a and is not associated with disruption or a soft decay in p due to 

plasma instability. 

The maximum value of PN dia reached in the high Pp TFTR discharges exceeds that of 

previous TFTR supershot discharges by a factor of about 1.75. The largest values of Pw dia were 

obtained in discharges in which lp was ramped down. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where for a 

subset of the high Pp database, PtJdia is plotted as a function of the plasma current ramp ratio, F;• , 

defined as the ratio of Ip before the ramp-down, to Ip during the neutral beam heating phase. For 

example, the discharge illustrated in Fig. 2 has Fi = 2.2. The subset excludes some constant lp 

discharges for clarity. No disruptions or large scale MHD activity were observed for high pp, 

constant Ip plasmas that had 1 <, p^idia ^ 2.3, Relatively few disruptions were encountered for all 

plasmas with Pfjdia - 3-6. Above this value, the fraction of discharges ending in disruption 

increased dramatically. Many of these discharges disrupted after j3 had reached saturation, 

indicating that profile relaxation toward an unstable state may have be;n the cause of disruption. 
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The disruptions at high /?# were fast (on an ideal MHD timescale), and showed no clear 

precursors. Soft /3 collapse was also observed in high ^ r discharges with q* < 10. Analysis of the 

Mimov signal phase shows that the dominant mode is m/n = 2/1, where m and n are the poloidal 

and toroidal mode numbers, respectively, The m/n = 3/2 mode usually accompanies this mode, but 

at a lower amplitude. The onset of MHD activity leading to a /3 collapse frequently occured in 

discharges that had a larger fraction of co-injected beam power than counter-injected. Sawtooth 

activity was generally absent from the high j3p discharges except those with the largest values oilp 

(0.85 - 1.0 MA). 

At larger values of Ip> 0.8 MA, and at moderate values of £ppdiaS 1» tr"e discharges have 

been observed to make a transition into the limiter H-mode23. This transition occurs more easily in 

discharges in which lp is ramped down.2 4 The limiter H-mode in TFTR is accompanied by edge 

localized modes (ELMs) which appear to cause P saturation or degradation. A transition to the 

limiter H-mode generally does not occur at large q* > 10 and large efip dia > 1-

The enhanced plasma stability, indicated by the achievement of increased values of fy dia 

when Ip is ramped down, appears to be associated with the peaking of the plasma current profile, 

as shown by the increased value of li, during the high pp phase of the discharges. Fig. 6 shows the 

maximum value of /># <#a as a function of 1^2 for a subset of the high fip equilibria analyzed by the 

TRANSP code; data for some supershot discharges is also shown. Here, 

/,• = <#p2/2/i0>/<Sp2/2jU0>a!va, where <Bp

2>dva >s the differential volume average of Bp^- over the 

outermost flux surface. Cases in which lp was ramped up have smaller values of /,• while those in 

which Ip was ramped down have larger values of /j. The plasma current profile peakedness 

changes in response to the programmed plasma current and high f5p equilibrium effects for each 

discharge. During Ip ramp-down, the surface voltage reverses in order to decrease the plasma 

current. TRANS " ode analysis of the current profile evolution shows a reduction, or in some 

cases, a reversal of the plasma current in the outer 1/3 of the plasma. The Ip ramp-down causes the 

edge q to rise and /; to increase. A further increase in /,• occurs as the high f5p state is reached. Later 
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in the high Pp phase, /,• generally decreases as the plasma current is resistively redistributed and as 

the bootstrap current fraction increases. 

In addition, Fig. 6 shows the trajectory of iwo different discharges, one that encounters 

disruption, and another that does not. In both cases, neutral beam heating commences when /3^ dia 

begins to increase. The point of completion of the Ip ramp-down in each discharge is indicated in 

the figure. For the trajectory marked by label a) in Fig, 6, Ip was ramped down from 0.85 MA to 

0,4 MA. The p^ dia increases throughout the discharge, whereas /, first increases and 

subsequently decreases as described above, leading to disruption. For trajectory b), Ip was ramped 

down from 1.0 MA to 0.7 MA. The ps dia initially increases as /,- increases, but PN ^ia 

subsequently decreases coincident with a decrease in //. This plasma does not terminate in 

disruption but rather a soft p decay leads to the reduction in p^j ^ia- Neutral beam heating 

terminates as $v dia and h are decreasing. In other high /Jp cases, J3jv dia saturates and remains large 

until the end of the beam pulse. 

The observation of increased /?# dia associated with an increase in /,• is similar to results of 

experiments performed on the DIII-D tokamak.25 This observation does not appear to be machine 

dependent, since the TFTR experiments were performed in a circular vacuum vessel with oblate 

plasmas (K - 0.7) and /„ in the range 0.08 < /„ < 0.3, where /„ s IIOBQ (MA/m/T), compared with 

elongated plasmas (K< 1.9) and 1.0 <In < 1.4 in DIII-D. 

High-n ballooning analysis of these discharges was performed on both the free boundary 

equilibria reconstructed from external and internal magnetic field data described earlier and 

equilibria generated using profile and outer boundary information from the TRANSP code. The 

results show that these plasmas are in the first region of stability to high-/! modes. Fig. 7 shows 

the stability results for an equilibrium constructed from TRANSP calculated profiles for a plasma 

in which Ip was ramped down from 0.85 to 0.4 MA. The QQ is calculated to be 1.1 for this 

particular equilibrium. The plasma pressure gradient, p'{\jf) is plotted as a function of a minor 

radial flux coordinate, A/ ( f - f 0 )/( f a - *PQ), (subscripts "a" and "0" correspond to the values 

at the plasma edge and magnetic axis, respectively), where ys is the poloidal flux. Pressure 
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gradients which lie inside the shaded region aie unstable. Those which lie below axe stable in the 

first stability region, while those which lie above are in the second stability region. The equilibrium 

p'iy) is in the first stable region in the plasma core, and lies on the first region boundary in the 

outer portion of the plasma. The stability of these plasmas on the outermost flux surfaces is 

uncertain, since the error associated with the p'(y/) profile is of the order of the width of the 

unstable region at the plasma edge. Note that the beam panicle pressure gradient is included in the 

scalar pressure used for these equilibrium and stability calculations. The beam component of the 

pressure constitutes 58% of the total pressure on axis in the equilibrium in Fig. 7. 

IV. ENERGY CONFINEMENT 

Energy confinement times of greater than 3 times L-mode values have been obtained in 

these high @p plasmas, similar to the enhancement reached in supershot plasmas. Fig. 8 shows XE 

normalized to that computed from the ITER 89-P energy confinement scaling relation2 6 as a 

function of epp dia f ° r a subset of the high /? p database. There is a general increase in the 

confinement enhancement as efip dia increases, and p'asrnas in which /-, is ramped down have the 

largest enhancement factors. Note that the confinement time data was taken at the rime of maximum 

transverse stored energy, and t£ = Etot/Pbeam, where Em is the plasma stored energy and Pbeam is 

the beam power. The ohmic power, Pohmic *s small for these cases. The ratio 

PohmicfPbeam ^ 0.06 at the largest Ip and is usually much smaller at lower Ip. Absolute values of 

?£ reach 130cas in these plasmas. Values of Elot of about 2.5 MJ have been attained in plasmas 

with lp = 0.83 MA. The high Pp plasmas generally show an improvement in the absolute value of 

% as Ip is increased. 

A significant improvement in Tg is observed in plasmas in which Ip was ramped down to a 

specified value, compared to equivalent discharges in which Ip was held constant. For example, 

the discharge shown in Fig. 2, where lp was decreased from 0.85 MA 3 0.4 MA before neutral 
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beam injection at Pbeam = *9 MW , had Tg = 45 msec. A discharge with the same heating power 

and constant lp = 0.4 MA had i£ = 28 msec. By starting beam injection 100 msec before Ip had 

been fully ramped down from 0.85 MA to 0.4 MA, T£ = 64 ± 5 msec was attained at 

Pbeam - 17 MW, more than doubling the value obtained at constant lp. A similar relative increase 

in Tf has been observed in other experiments on TFTR 2 7 and ASDEX1S in which Ip was varied 

during the neutral beam injection phase of the discharge. 

V. NON-INDUCTIVE CURRENTS AND CURRENT PROFILE CONTROL 

The high Pp plasmas in TFTR have low collisionality for both ions and electrons. Under 

these conditions, a significant amounr of bootstrap current should contribute to Ip. Shown in Fig. 9 

is the time evolution of Ip, surface voltage, and j$p d\a for a discharge in which lp was ramped 

down from 1.0 MA to 0.6 MA. The parameters v*e and v*,- for this discharge at 3.9 s are 0.1 and 

0.02 at one half of the minor radius. Included with the time history waveforms are the non-

inductive current components of lp and the surface voltage calculated by TRANSP. As the current 

is decreased before the beam injection, the surface voltage swings negative, removing 0.29 Wb of 

poloidal flux from the plasma between 3.0 and 3.25 s. The plasma current profile is primarily 

affected in thi outer 1/3 of the plasma, and the classical time constant associated with this change is 

about 0.3 s. Since the co-injected beams are switched on first, there is initially a large fraction of 

co-directed current driven by the beams. In this discharge, there is 37% more counter-injected 

power than co-injected power during the high 0 p phase. Since the co-injected beamlines drive 

current more efficiently than the counter beamlines due to orbit effects, this produces no net beam 

driven current. The bootstrap current is calculated to be 65% of the total Ip in this case. Similar 

results were obtained for discharges with balanced neutral beam injection. In these calculations, 

any potential contribution to the bootstrap current due to the anisotropic beam-particle pressure 
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gradient has been neglected. The beam-particle pressure constitutes approxi nately 45% of the total 

plasma pressure in the plasma core at the end of the discharge. 

In both constant current, and ip ramp down case:,, there is a significant reversal of the 

surface voltage during the high fip portion of the discharge, as shown in Fig. 9. The larges: 

bootstrap current fractions were calculated to occur in lp ramp down cases. The surface voltage 

remains negative for the duration of ihe beam puh,;, relaxing from less than -1 V to about -0.2 V. 

A total of 0.35 Wb of poloidal f.i'x was measured to be removed from the plasma between 3.4 and 

4.0 s. The classical tin» constant associated with this change is about one second. 

VI. NEUTRON PRODUCTION AND FUSION POWER GAIN 

Neutron production in the high pp discharges at the larger values of Ip (0.85 - 1.0 MA) is 

comparable to TFTR supersho; performance. Shown in Fig, 10 is the maximum neutron rate, 5„ 

plotted as a function of maximum beam power, Pbeam max-, for discharges with lp > C.5 MA and 

e/Jp dia £ 0.7. Also shown is the nominal supershot neutron production performance as a function 

of beam power.19 Discharges that have S„ within 20% of this curve have 0.75 £ cf}p dia ^ 1 • 12. At 

a plasma current of about 0.85 MA, neutron rates of (1.5 - 1.9) x 10 1 6 sec"1 have been achieved 

during the discharge and were sustained for 0.3 - 0.4 sec until neutral beam heating was 

terminated. For example, Sn = 1.7 x 10 1 6 s ec 1 was reached at lp = 0.82 MA, Etot = 2.3 MJ, 

£pp dia = 0-89, and Pbeam max ~ 19 MW. The corresponding deuterium - deuterium fusion power 

gain, Qop, is 1.1 x 10"3. A t / p = 0.97 MA, Sn = 2.63 x 10 1 6 sec"1 was reached transiently with 

Etot = 2.8 MJ, efip dia = 0.85, and i*beam m a x = 24 MW, yielding QDp = 1.3 x 10-3. This QDD is 

70% of the best value achieved in TFTR, obtained in a discharge that had Ip = 1.9MA. 

At a fixed plasma current, there is a large incrc'ise in the neutron production but only a 

small gain in Quo in high pp discharges as compared to supershots where the domains of these 

discharges overlap. At Ip = 0.8 MA and Pbeam max = I 4 MW. supershot discharges yield Sn =1.0 
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x 10 1 6 sec-'. At Ip = 1.0 MA and Pbeam ^ = 18 MW, Sn = 1.6 x 1U16 sec 1 has been reached. 

The high pp discharge mentioned above produced more neutrons than that achieved in the 

Ip = 1 MA supershot by greater than a factor of 1.6.. This increase in the neutron rate comes 

about from the larger beam power that can be toierated at a given lp in the high Pp discharges 

before a plasma disruption occurs. To obtain S„ equal to that of the high pp discharge with 

lp -- 1 MA, che plasma current in the supershot case needs to be raised to about 1.35 MA. The 

neutral beam heating power for this supershot v.«>e with equivalent Sn would be 22 MW, slightly 

less than was used in the Ip = 1 MA high Pp case. Note that QDD is 1.2 x 10*3 in the Ip = 1 MA 

supershot discharge, which is essentially equal to the value reached in the high pp discharge at the 

same plasma current but at larger beam power. 

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The operating range of TFTR plasmas has been expanded to include plasmas with spp dia 

up to 1.6 and PN dia up TO 4.7. The range of Ip during neutral beam injection was 

0.28 MA < Ip < 1.0 MA. At &Pp dia above 1.25, a natural inboard poloidal field null is observed 

to enter the vacuum vessel. The high Pp separatrix forms a stable, diverted plasma with an oblate 

shape (fc~ 0.7). The maximum value of zpp dia for q* t 8 is apparently due to an equilibrium limit, 

as the x-point moves further into the plasma minor radius. The largest values of efip dia a n d PN dia 

are obtained when Ip is ramped down. Stable operation at large pudia1S associated with increased 

plasma internal inductance, or peaked current profile. The only active current profile control in 

these discharges is provided by the ohmic heating transformer, acting as a source of anti-currenr 

drive during the Ip ramp down and high pp phases of the discharges. Non-inductive currents also 

reshape the current profile, with the bootstrap current calculated to comprise a significant 

component. The bootstrap current is calculated to constitute as much as 65% of the total current in 

these plasmas. The energy confinement. • ~ rierties of these discharges :re significantly enhanced 
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over L-mode prediction. Energy confinement times greater than 3 times those expected from the 

ITER-89P scaling relation have been reached. This enhancement factor appears to increase as 

zfipdia increases up to the equilibrium limit. Absolute values of tfe and Etot have reached 130 ms 

and 2.8 MJ, respectively. At a given neutral beam power, discharges in which lp was ramped 

down to a specified value had substantially larger T£ than in discharges in which lp was held 

constant. The neutron production of the high Pp plasmas with the largest Ip is comparable to that of 

standard supershot performance at a given neutral beam power level,-but at significantly reduced 

plasma current. The QDD has reached 1.3 x 10 - 3 in a plasma with lp - 1 MA and epp &a

 = 0-85. 

This demonstration of successful plasma operation near the equilibrium limit, and at large 

values of $N dia with proper plasma current profile control, supports high performance fusion 

reactor designs, such as ARIES and the JAERISSTR, and future tokamak experiments operating 

at reduced Ip. The present experiments also point out several important considerations for <•"• 

high /3 tokamak designs. The first is inclusion of current drive to provide not only steady-state 

operation, but also current profile shape control. In the present experiments, the ohmic heating 

transformer only provides control of the plasma current density in the outer portion of the plasma. 

A technique such as lower hybrid current drive, which can drive current efficiently near the plasma 

edge may therefore be sufficient to provide and sustain a current profile shape leading to a stable 

plasma exhibiting enhanced /J# performance. Since this system would be operating in a plasma 

wim reduced Ip and only in a region of relatively small current density, the power requirements 

could be kept low. Another key consideration is the role of the bootstrap current, which will drive 

co-directed plasma current, and hence may reduce the externally driven current required for steady-

State operation. However, the bootstrap effect will broaden the current profile and reduce /, which, 

in the present experiments, is associated with a reduction of the ftv at which the tokamak can 

operate in a stable fashion. The competing nature of these two effects needs to be carefully 

considered in high /3 tokamak designs that would operate in the first stability region. A more 

detailed physics analysis of the improved stability and confinement of these high j3p discha>- ^s is 

presently underway. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1: ePr Ma for High pp discharges in TFTR plotted as a 

function of q* . The high Pp discharges have extended TFTR operation to larger 

values of q*, epp dia ^ 1.6. and p# dia ^ 4.7. Contours of pV dia appear as straight 

lines in this figure. 

Fig. 2: Time history waveforms for a high p"p discharge with Ip 

ramp-down. Shown in this figure are a) the plasma current and neutral beam 

heating, b) A and Pp dia> c) the poloidal field at the midplane, on the inboard side of 

the vacuum vessel, and d) the midplane Ha emission. As Pp dia rises, a separatrix 

enters the vacuum vessel, as indicated by fhe reversal of the midplane poloiJal field 

measured just outside the inboard side of the vacuum vessel, and by a sharp drop in 

the midplane Ha emission. 

Fig. 3: Evolution of the plasma outer boundary and Ha emission for 

the high Pp discharge of Fig. 2. The plasma makes a transition from a 

circular discharge limited on the inner belt limiter, to an oblate separatrix limited 

discharge. A drop in the Ha emission is observed at 0° and 7.5° as the separatrix 

enters the vessel and the divertor strike points move to greater poloidal angles. 

Fig. 4: Free boundary equi'ibrium reconstruction of a 0.3 MA, 

constant Ip discharge. Fig. 4a) shows the internal poloidal magnetic field 

measurements and the least squares "best fit" poloidal field profile reconstruction. 

Fig 4b) shows the poloidal flux contours for the equilibrium. 
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Fig. 5: Troyon normalized diamagnetic {S as a function of plasma 

current ramp ratio. The maximum value of fin dia increases as the plasma 

current ramp latio increases. 

Fig. 6: Troyon normalized diamagnetic j3 as a function of plasma 

internal inductance. The points represent the maximum fifj <aa attained for each 

discharge. The trajectory marked by label a) penains to a discharge in which Ip was 

ramped down from 0.85 MA to 0.4 MA. The trajectory marked by label b) pertains 

to a discharge in which Ip was ramped down from 1.0 MA to 0.7 MA. The 

maximum value of pNdia increases for discharges in which ij is increased. 

Fig. 7: High-n balfooning stability for a high {5p discharge in which 

Ip is ramped down. The plasma pressure gradient is in the first region of hign-n 

balloonirg stability. 

F:g. 8: Energy confinement enhancement as a function of ej5p dia 

for high f3p discharges. The largest enhancement factors occur in plasmas in 

which Ip was ramped down. The representative error bars shown arise from the 

uncertainty in the stored energy as calculated from magnetics measurements. 

Fig. 9: Calculated non-inductive current contributions to Ip. Shown in 

this figure are a) Ip and the calculated non-inductive beam and bootstrap driven 

components of Ip, b) the measured and calculated plasma surface voltage, and c) the 

evolution of Ppdia and neutral beam heating. The bootstrap current constitutes up to 

65% of Ip for this discharge. The calculated surface voltage waveform is in good 

agreement with the measured waveform. 



Fig. 10: Maximum neutron rate as a function of maximum beam 

power for discharges with Ip > 0.5 MA and £J3p dia ^ 0.7. The curve 

describing the nominal neutron rate for TFTR supershots is superimposed for 

reference. Neutron production in high fip discharges with Ip > 0.85 MA is 

comparable to supershot discharges. 
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